
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

WARRANT: Observations of examinees’ performance in ARCA reflect the relevant knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities necessary to conduct academic research by reading in a secondary 
research language.

ASSUMPTION 1: The knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for success in 
conducting academic research by reading in a secondary research language can 
be identified.

So

Since

Because of

Domain 
Definition 
Inference

BACKING 1: The target language use domain of conducting academic research 
by reading in a secondary language was analyzed through published literature 
on the topic, surveys and interviews with graduate students and faculty, and 
syllabi from Reading for Research Purposes courses.

ASSUMPTION 2: Tasks representative of the domain of conducting academic 
research by reading in a secondary research language can be identified.

BACKING 2: As part of the domain analysis, tasks required for conducting 
academic research by reading in a secondary research language were identified 
through theoretical rationale, relevant published research, and student and 
faculty surveys.

ASSUMPTION 3: Assessment tasks that reflect vital reading skills in academic 
research contexts can be simulated.

BACKING 3: The process of task design and piloting was systematic and 
judged by language teaching pedagogy and testing experts.

*ASSUMPTION 4: Technology-mediated assessment tasks capture the ways 
in which technology mediates the use of language in the domain of academic 
research.

BACKING 4: Graduate students’ use of technology to mediate the use of 
language in the domain of academic research will be investigated, and the 
most common practices will be identified.
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WARRANT: The ARCA format and results encourage graduate students to improve their 
ability to conduct academic research by reading in a secondary research language. The exam 
format also allows instructors to refine and improve the curricula of Reading for Research 
Purposes courses.

Implication 
Inference

ASSUMPTION 1: Graduate students perceive the ARCA model positively.

BACKING 1: Graduate students found the ARCA model to be a meaningful and 
accurate reflection of graduate-level reading for research purposes.

ASSUMPTION 2: The ARCA model facilitates graduate students’ success in 
learning to read in a secondary research language.

BACKING 2: A variety of factors indicated that graduate students’ ability to 
conduct academic research by reading in a secondary research language has 
improved.

ASSUMPTION 3: The ARCA has shifted the goals, content, and strategies of the 
curriculum for the Reading for Research Purposes courses at the University of 
Chicago.

BACKING 3: Content analysis of pre- and post-ARCA curricula and focus 
group interviews with course instructors indicated a more student-centered 
and authentic teaching pedagogy in reading for research classes.

*ASSUMPTION 4: The use of technology in the ARCA fits the graduate 
students’ existing values concerning reading for research practices.

BACKING 4: Graduate students found the use of technology (i.e., electronic 
dictionaries, online annotation, typing, etc.) in the ARCA authentic to their 
reading for research practices in the academic domain.

So
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7.

 

WARRANT: Observations of performance on ARCA tasks are accurately evaluated to provide 
observed scores reflecting the ability to conduct academic research by reading in a secondary 
research language.

Evaluation 
Inference

ASSUMPTION 1: Rating rubrics are accurate and relevant for evaluating the 
ability to conduct academic research by reading in a secondary research 
language.

BACKING 1: Rubrics are developed, piloted, and revised based on expert 
consensus.

ASSUMPTION 2: Raters correctly understand the rating rubric and score 
examinees’ performance reliably.

 
 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

So

Since

Because of

BACKING 2: Raters are given rating specifications and go through rater 
training and calibration sessions.

ASSUMPTION 3: The statistical characteristics of the ARCA tasks are appro-
priate for criterion-referenced decisions.

BACKING 3: The ARCA tasks are of an appropriate level of difficulty and 
differentiate among examinees’ levels of ability (IRT and/or CTT analyses).

*ASSUMPTION 4: The web-based administration conditions are appropriate 
for evaluating the ability to conduct academic research by reading in a 
secondary language.

BACKING 4: Multiple test administration conditions (paper-based vs. technolo-
gy-mediated) were developed and compared  using performance analysis and 
test user surveys.
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WARRANT: Observed scores are estimates of expected scores over parallel versions of ARCA 
tasks and across different raters.

Generalization 
Inference

ASSUMPTION 1: A sufficient number of tasks are included on the ARCA to 
provide stable estimates of examinees’ performance (i.e., to reach the adequate 
reliabilities).

BACKING 1: Generalizability studies (G-Study and D-Study) indicated the 
number of tasks required for the ARCA.

ASSUMPTION 2: Examinees’ performance is rated consistently across 
different raters.

BACKING 2: A multifaceted Rash Measurement (MFRM) study indicated 
scoring consistency across ARCA raters.

ASSUMPTION 3: ARCA test and task characteristics/specifications are 
well-defined so that parallel test and task forms can be created.

BACKING 3: Test task frames and templates were developed for produc-
ing parallel tasks. A double-blind review procedure was implemented  for 
each exam written.

So
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WARRANT: Expected scores are attributed to a construct of conducting academic research by 
reading in a secondary research language.

Explanation 
Inference

ASSUMPTION 1: The linguistic knowledge and reading strategies required to 
successfully complete tasks vary in keeping with theoretical expectations.

BACKING 1: a. The analysis of examinees’ written responses shows that their 
responses have the linguistic features reflective of the theoretical expectations 
and b. The think-aloud/stimulated recall protocols revealed the reading strate-
gies that examinees used.

ASSUMPTION 2: Task difficulty is systematically influenced by task 
characteristics and the different levels of cognitive demands (i.e., different 
levels of reading comprehension).

BACKING 2: The relationship between task characteristics and task difficulty 
was revealed (i.e., task features such as cognitive demands/comprehension 
varied across three tasks).

ASSUMPTION 3: ARCA performance varies according to amount and quality 
of experience in learning how to conduct academic research by reading in a 
secondary research language.

BACKING 3: Results from research showed an expected relationship between 
exam performance and the ability  to conduct academic research by reading in 
a secondary research language when comparing examinees who took a 
Reading for Research Purposes class vs. those who did not.

*ASSUMPTION 4: Technology does not alter the use of language during the 
exam when compared to language use in the target domain.

BACKING 4: Examinees’ performance in technology-mediated ARCA forms 
vs. paper-based forms had a positive correlation.

So
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WARRANT: The construct of conducting academic research by reading in a secondary 
research language as assessed by the ARCA accounts for the ability to read and comprehend 
scholarly texts written in various L2’s.

Extrapolation 
Inference

ASSUMPTION 1: Performance on the ARCA is related to the other criteria of 
performance for the ability to read and comprehend scholarly texts written in 
various L2’s.

BACKING 1: Results indicate a positive relationship between ARCA perfor-
mance and thesis/doctoral committee members’ judgements about students as 
well as with students’ self-assessment.

*ASSUMPTION 2: The language-related technological resources that examin-
ees use in the ARCA accurately represent those used in the domain of gradu-
ate-level research practices required to join an international community of 
scholars publishing research in different languages.

BACKING 2: Graduate students’ use of language-related technological 
resources in conducting academic research was identified through survey 
results.
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WARRANT: ARCA scores are useful for departments to make decisions about students’ fulfill-
ment of language requirements.

ASSUMPTION 1: The meaning of the ARCA score aligns with expectations 
about academic skills held by stakeholders in the departments as well as by the 
students.

BACKING 1: Results from test users’ survey data indicated how students and 
stakeholders within various departments use the materials on the Office of 
Language Assessment website to accurately interpret and use the ARCA scores.

*ASSUMPTION 2: The language-related technological resources that 
examinees use in the ARCA are relevant to those in the domain of graduate- 
level scholarly research practices within various areas of their academic 
specialties.

BACKING 2: Graduate students’ use of language-related technological 
resources in conducting academic research was identified through survey 
results and analysis of syllabi from Reading for Research Purposes courses.

Because of

Utilization 
Inference

So
Since
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An interpretation and use argument for the ARCA
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All diagrams in the ARCA validity argument adapted from Chapelle, C. A., 
Enright, M. K., & Jamieson, J. (2008). Building a validity argument for the Test 
of English as a Foreign Language. New York and London: Routledge.

2. *Assumption 4 needs to be investigated only when the ARCA is ready to be administered online.
1. *Assumption 4 needs to be investigated only before the ARCA is ready to be administered online.

4. *Assumption 4 needs to be investigated only when the ARCA is ready to be administered online.

5. *Assumption 2 needs to be investigated before the ARCA is administered online.
6. *Assumption 2 needs to be investigated before the ARCA is administered online.
7. *Assumption 4 needs to be investigated only when the ARCA is delivered online.

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: The deci-
sions based on the ARCA bring about 
positive washback on exam stakehold-
ers.

GROUNDS/DATA: The ARCA score 
as an indication of graduate students’ 
ability to read in a secondary research 
language for conducting academic 
research within the area of their 
academic specialty (as an indication of 
fulfilling the language requirement).

GROUNDS/DATA: Target Score 
(representing performance of the ability 
to read and comprehend scholarly texts 
written in various L2’s).

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: The ARCA 
score reflects the ability of examinees to 
read in a secondary research language 
for conducting academic research within 
the area of their academic specialty.

GROUNDS/DATA: Observed scores 
reflect the ability to conduct academic 
research by reading in a secondary 
research language.

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: The target score 
reflects the ability to read and comprehend 
scholarly texts written in various L2’s (this 
skill is required for graduate students training 
to join an international community of scholars 
publishing research in different languages).

GROUNDS/DATA: Academic research 
conducted by reading in a secondary 
research language.

GROUNDS/DATA: Features of the 
ability to conduct academic research 
by reading in a secondary language 
were identified.

GROUNDS/DATA: The reading tasks 
that examinees complete are relevant to 
and representative of academic research 
conducted by reading in a secondary 
research language.

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: Features of 
the ability to conduct academic 
research by reading in a secondary 
language were identified.

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: The reading tasks 
that examinees complete are relevant to and 
representative of academic research conducted 
by reading in a secondary research language.

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: Observed 
scores reflect the ability to conduct 
academic research by reading in a 
secondary research language.

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: Expected 
scores reflected what observed scores 
would be across parallel ARCA tasks 
and raters.

GROUNDS/DATA: Observed scores 
reflect the ability to conduct academic 
research by reading in a secondary 
research language.

GROUNDS/DATA: Consistent 
expected scores (i.e., expected scores 
reflected what observed scores would 
be across parallel ARCA tasks and 
raters).

CONCLUSION/CLAIM: The student 
has the ability to conduct academic 
research by reading in a secondary 
research language.


